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Appendix A Introduction

Video inpainting is a new technology of recovering the lost motion vectors or image blocks during the video sequence transmission.

It is aimed at speculating the correct value of missing voxels (spatial-temporal pixels) from a given video sequence to achieve

the automatic inpainting and make the inpainted video frames present a natural visual effect [1–3]. This study has drawn great

attention in recent decades due to the strong industrial demands on image and video related applications, such as cloud gaming,

which requires high-quality frames streaming. However, video inpainting is to be considered as a developing and challenging issue

since it needs to deal with various difficulties coming from computational complexity, complex scenarios and high requirement

on spatial and temporal consistency. Existing inpainting works generally focus on image/video related processing, editing and

restoration tasks, ranging from repairing holes caused by undesired objects removal [3, 4], recovering error concealment in video

transmission [5, 6], reconstructing scratches of video data that comes from video transmission [7], to video frame interpolation [8].

A lot of works address the issues using either classic patch-based [9,10] or object-based methods [11,12] while others tend to prefer

deep-learning based approaches [13,14] due to the explosive development of neural network.

Patch-based method. The patch-based method on image inpainting [9] implies to fill the missing area with similar neigh-

borhoods of the missed pixels. Patch-based video inpainting [3] formulates the inpainting problem as a patch-based optimization

task by following that image inpainting method, which uses the available pixels to inpaint the missing parts through sampling

temporal or spatial patches from the known areas then accomplish the minimization task. For example, Patwardhan et al. [2, 15]

fill in the occluded regions with the remaining pixels by extending spatial texture synthesis techniques [16] to the spatiotemporal

domain, which depicts typical patch-filling issues in video inpainting. However, such inpainting methods may assume that camera

is static or depend on a greedy patch-propagating process in which that early errors are inevitably exposed, resulting in globally

inconsistencies. Despite some better achievements, such patch-based inpainting methods may suffer from two drawbacks. 1). They

could not handle non-repetitive structures like that unsmooth and heterogeneous missing regions. 2). Some optimization strategies

present a high computational cost, such as Newson et al. [3] and Huang et al. [6], they need a huge mass of time to complete an

inpainting task. Newson et al. [3] especially, requires nearly 3 hours to inpaint a 920*480-sized video clip with 86 frames containing

24% missing regions.

Object-based methods. These methods mainly require essential pre-processing first to automatically segment the input video

into static background and moving foreground, then get down to repair their missing parts individually. The static background

is generally inpainted with that image inpainting methods such as [17], and the moving foreground is usually copied into the

missing/occlusion parts as smoothly as possible. Finally, the two reconstructed results will be synthesized into an inpainted video

sequence. Though such object-based approaches help produce plausible results for reestablishing specific foreground objects, their

inadequacies are obvious. 1). These methods require specific situations like that periodic motion [18] or user assistance [11]. 2).

As the reconstruction step of moving objects or static background is completed independently, blending one with the other may

cause temporal inconsistency in the synthesized sequence.

Deep-learning based methods. The emergence of deep learning inspires many works on developing various neural network

models for image/video related tasks. Although tremendous progress has been made in image inpainting with learning based

methods [19–21], it is still challenging to extend these methods to the video tasks due to the additional time dimension. In recent

years, some deep-learning based video inpainting approaches [13,22,23] concentrate on enhancing temporal consistency by improving

different network architectures of image inpainting methods. These inpainting approaches have gained much popularity since it can

produce competitive results compared with traditional patch-based or object-based methods, but they cannot capture high-level

semantic information, it limits their practicality and flexibility in complex scenarios such as a large span motion or dynamic motion

from multiple objects.

Video inpainting requires not only recovering the missing regions within each frame but also maintaining the content consistency

between successive frames. Typical patch-based methods focus on spatial pixels and patch search and inpainting, they fall short on

temporal heterogeneous cases while learning-based network can handle temporal consistency in image prediction and inference. In

this paper, we propose a new approach to video inpainting that jointly optimizes 3D patch-based filling and deep neural network

refinement to achieve thorough inpainted results that are much more semantically correct and temporally smooth. The motivation

behind our approach is that patch-based inpainting can complete a rough block filling with suitable 3D patch directly, and deep-

learning network can facilely propagate visually realistic pixels to generate inference frames that preserve the temporal coherence

naturally. The joint combination of them can make the whole pipeline be able to address various challenging scenarios while

insuring the inpainted results. The main contributions of this paper include:
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Figure A1 Pipeline of the proposed 3DPF-FBN video inpainting.

- We develop a 3D patch-based video inpainting algorithm called 3DPF, which improves the patch-based searching strategy

based on [24] to save the computation time on the prerequisite of competitive inpainting results. It can modify the 3D patch sliding

distance in the search space and patch metric based on the motion-flow context, speed up the defined initialization to parallelize

the patch computing, then propel the best-matched neighbor locating and pixels reconstruction.

- We propose a flow-based ConvLSTM structure named Forward-Back Network (FBN), which applies optical flow as a LSTM

sequence into learning-based training for frames prediction and generation, and exploits frame interpolation to backward interpolate

and optimize the generated frames to address the issue of motion deviation. The frames refinement contributes to favorable output

in the situations of large-span moving objects and moving camera etc., and produces state-of-the-art results qualitatively and

quantitatively on the DAVIS and YouTube-VOS datasets.

- Based on the 3DPF and FBN, We propose 3DPF-FBN, a novel approach of combing 3D patch-based filling with learning-based

refinement to video inpainting, which can achieve fast 3D block filling and FBN-based refined quality in the occlusions, especially

in the situation of extensive occlusion. It demonstrates competitive inpainted results while maintaining spatial-temporal coherence.

It is the first work to incorporate patch-based and neural network for the general video inpainting task. We conduct an elaborate

experiment to provide evaluations and show its efficacy. Our approach presents potential under various conditions such as video

object removal and a long-time occlusion, demonstrating favorable results.

Appendix B 3DPF-FBN video inipainting

Appendix B.1 Pipeline of the proposed approach

Our approach is built upon a global patch-based inpainting and deep-neural network refinement. We firstly ensure the global

consistency to develop a natural strategy to optimize the patch-based searching. We take the heavy use of optical flow to improve

the ConvLSTM network to fulfill a coarse-to-fine refinement on the patch-based inpainted results. To better exploit temporal and

motion context coming from sequential frames, we integrate the modification of optical flow into the 3D-2D encoder-decoder model

FlowNet [25] which can explicitly reveal traceable features from the video dynamics. In the FBN, it takes total 5 frames as input at

each iteration, 4 source frames and 1 reference frame (i.e. the frame inpainted with 3DPF method and will be refined with FBN),

and generates a forward inference/refinement frame similar to the reference frame. An backward interpolation frame among the

two frames is updated to be the inpainted frame in the video sequence. The network learns each flow feature between consecutive

frames to deal with both pixel propagation and hole-filling while preserving the motion coherence. The under-inpainted regions are

generated in a semantic natural way based on the context of sequential input frames and they will be used to replace the original

occlusions of the input video to complete the inpainting.

Figure A1 illustrates the entire pipeline of our proposed video inpainting framework. In the first stage, it takes an incomplete

video Vin (f1, f2,· · · fn) and a mask occlusion M(O1, O2,· · ·On) of the video as input, and produces an incipient complete video

Vout1 (f1, f2,· · · fn) as the first output with 3DPF method. Vin is obtained by randomly generating holes on a complete original

video Vo. The Vo is represented as a F * W * H volume, where F, W, H are number of frames, width and height of Vo. M, Vin
and Vout1 are of the same size as Vo. In the stage of patch-based matching and filling, our method involves two core steps. (1) The

search for the nearest neighbor patches of the occlusion, which actually is a process of computing the best pairwise matches during

the iteration in a specific search space. (2) The reconstruction step aggregating the pixels provided by the best-matching neighbors

to fill in the occluded regions. In the inpainting and refinement stage, it mainly relies on the proposed FBN architecture , in which

the optical flow is considered to be a LSTM sequence, and iterative frames interpolation is integrated to facilitate the final Vout
to preserve spatial motion details and keep temporal consistency. Within the whole pipeline, it is essential to address some of the

key challenges such as the retainment of motion continuity, the search mechanism to find out the proper patches to complete the

preliminary inpainting, the computational complexity and refinement strategy of frames prediction in the Forward-Back Network.

These issues are addressed in our proposed approach by modifying patch searching process to speed up the nearest patches matching

and filling, integrating a novel optical flow-driven ConvLSTM network structure to refine and optimize the inpainted results. The

relevant techniques will be described in the following sections.

Appendix B.2 Patch-based search and reconstruction strategy in 3DPF

Patch-based searching has always been regarded as a classical technique for approximate patches matching and locating within

a specific space, especially in the context of image-related or video-related processing and inpainting, not only for its favorable

computational complexity but also for spatial coherence. Most existing patch-based methods are compose of three steps, a pre-

processing step to calculate the input data, a propagation step to search for appropriate matches which contain occluded pixels

and a random tactical step to terminate the local search. The latter two steps are repeated in a certain amount of iterations. In

our approach, we improve the method proposed by Le et al. [24] to pursue a preferable efficiency with the following two important

modifications.
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Algorithm B1 Pseudo-code for completing the patch-based video inpainting

2 Require: { Vin = the input video sequence, M = the input occlusion mask,
Vt = the texturefeatures of video, Fm = the optical flow features };

2 ψin=getInputInpaintingSource(Vin, M );
2 While(ψin exists):

• if (Vin∈{background motion, camera motion})
realignVideo(Vin);

• videoPreprocessing(Vin, M );
• Ω(f1· · · fn)=getPyramidsLevelLto1 (Vt, M, Fm);
• initialization(Ω(f1· · · fn));
• δ=getInitializationPatch(Vin, Ω(f1· · · fn));
• ω=getInitializationStride(Vin);
• initializationSparseGrid(ψin, δ, ω);
• For(l∈(L→1 ))

ANNsearch(ψin, δ, ω);
videoReconstruction(ψin);
textureFeatureReconstruction(ψin);
iterateUntilConvergence(flag);

• if (l=1 ), bestPatchReconstruction();
• else upSampleShiftMap();

Repeat the above procedure for each input video.

(1) Define the input video sequence as a 3D spatial-temporal patches space, i.e. a F * W * H volume, and change the optical

flow to the 3D preprocessing step and the propagation step. It can maintain the temporal motion consistency, control the patch

shape and motion direction based on the flow features in the matching iteration when the sliding block slides to the occluded

regions, thus support the nearest neighbor search and facilitate the coarse initialization for the next search iteration.

(2) To ensure the global consistency in the 3D video patches and also save more computational cost, we define a fore-

ground/background patch-cubic clustering to implement the global search. We expand the search stride and utilize the paral-

lelization to the sparse-grid extension [5] during the iterative patch searching. For the patch matching, we argue not to implement

the random searching for every occluded pixel, but pay attention to that pixels on a sparse grid without abandon its efficiency.

While considering these factors mentioned above, our improved inpainting method can run 3-4 times faster than that work of [24]

with nearly approximate inpainting effect.

Algorithm B1 depicts the algorithm of our proposed 3DPF. Unlike the algorithm of [24], we change and incorporate the optical

flow into the 3D patch-based calculation. In the preprocessing step, we detect all the feature points of the current frame and

compute every pixel’s optical flow speed in the x and y directions, then extract the optical flow field by calculating the difference

of the feature points in the current frame and its next frame. During the propagation step, we measure the uniformity coefficient

and continuity of the optical flow field, insure that search scope of 3D patch in x and y directions is no larger than 20% of the

maximum of that optical flow field in each iteration. Since the neighbouring patches are normally more likely to present the similar

“best-matched contents” of the occluded regions, flow features revealed from the adjacent frames can direct the 3D patch matching

so as to reduce the search space and achieve a good preservation of the spatial-temporal coherency. To propel the search efficiency,

during the iterative calculation of the similarity of target patch m1 and the corresponding occlusion patch m2 in the ANNsearch [3],

that ssd (the sum of squared difference) is redefined as:

ssd = ssd+
(
t
∗
m1 + (1− t)∗m2

)
/sumOcc , (B1)

rather than that original ssd:

ssd = ssd+ (abs(tempFloat))/sumOcc , (B2)

where m1 and m2 contain the optical flow elements in the x and y direction, which can control the search breadth to concentrate

on the occluded pixels in the sparse grid thus reduce the random search step for every occluded pixel. t is a percentage value

that pre-defined to be 0.8 to adjust the value of optical flow elements in m1 and m2 to restrict the search scope, and tempFloat

represents pixel-value difference of the search patch and sliding patch. For an example, when the sliding block slides to the area

that contains the occluded regions where traverse the edge feature of foreground objects, it can obtain a good inpainting effect due

to the accurate locating of target block guided by that flow features.

In the video reconstruction step, the target pixels to be repaired in M are reconstructed with the following weighted average:

u(p) =

∑
q∈Np s

p
qu(p+ ∅(q))∑
q∈Np s

p
q

, (B3)

which is the original weight of [26] based on the similarity of two arbitrary patches. The weight spq we modify is defined as:

s
p
q = exp

−d2
(
wuq+∅(q)

)
2σ2
pξqωq

 ξqωqϕ
p
q , (B4)

in which we add three factors, ξq , ωq and ϕpq . Among of them, ξq denotes the distance from target pixel q to the nearest occlusion

border, ωq represents the offsets of flow motion between the adjacent patches, and ϕpq denotes a confidence map with the flowing
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Figure B1 Procedure of the proposed FBN inpainting refinement.

equation:

ϕ
p
q =

 (1− t) exp
(
− ξq

σ2

)
, if q ∈M

1 , otherwise
(B5)

where t, σ denote the tuning parameters. The confidence map demonstrates the information from the occlusion border towards

the target patch center and preclude unavoidable border artifacts. In our improved algorithm, we reconstruct the contents in the

occlusion holes with the target patches that both contain the foreground pixels and background pixels thus save more cost in the

reconstruction work while ensuring favourable inpainting effect.

Appendix B.3 3DPF-FBN inpainting method

ConvLSTM is a burgeoning network to regulate long-term temporal consistency in video processing due to its self-parameterized

controlling gates which can decide a memory cell “remember” or “forget” the present and the past information [27]. Since optical

flow plays a great role in video related tasks as it can provide direct access to the temporal information in successive frames, we focus

on generating robust flow-features from the input video as a LSTM sequence into the deep learning ConvLSTM architecture to keep

the output temporal motion coherent in video frames prediction and refinement. We stick to refine the inpainted frames because

the patch-based filling may sometimes lead to ambiguous patch alternatives despite its efficient ability on large-area inpainting.

Our learning model jointly learns to refine the inpainted video and maintains temporal consistency. The overview structure of FBN

and video refinement strategy is illustrated in Figure B1. In which, the left part denotes the improved flow-based network structure

in the spirit of work by Ding et al. [23], R(O,Vin) denotes the input occlusion and Vin, the flow features is extracted from Vout1
(f1, f2,· · · fn) with that FlowNet proposed by Ilg et al. [25], and they will be mapped into the Flow Blending Network [23], where

the extracted features from the encoder are concatenated to the corresponding decoder layers to enhance the performance and then

facilitate the final evaluation of the inference loss.

Refinement Strategy. The patch-based inpainted video Vout1(f1, f2,· · · fn) (n is the number of frames in the input video)

will be input into the neural network to complete the refinement, i.e. every frame ft (t is traversed from 1 to n ) that contains

occlusion (missing region) inpainted with the proposed 3DPF will be “inpainted” again in this refinement step. The frame ft to

be refined is defined as the frame fgeneration that will be inferred and predicted by inputting total 5 frames, itself frame ft and its

related adjacent 4 frames, which ensures the occlusion content is ‘updated and filled’ with actual plausible pixels propagated from

adjacent reference frames to maintain spatial-temporal consistency. For example, ft will be inferred with fames {ft−4, ft−3, ft−2,

ft−1, ft}, where t represents the position of n in Vout1. When t denotes the first four frames, the required 5 reference frames will

be complemented with repetitive previous frames of t. Since the generated frame fgeneration represents the frame of next moment,

we execute frame interpolation to iteratively update the ft during each iteration of frames inference, i.e. interactively interpolate

a frame before Vin to replace the frame ft to address the motion deviation coming from the sequenced frames inference with the

network. After finishing the iteration of video inference and updating, the pixels updated in the occlusions of ft will be incorporated

into the original input Vin to fill the missing parts and then output a complete video Vcomplete.

Training Losses and Strategy. In the proposed flow-based neural network, the overall loss function of training the model is

defined as:

Ltotal = αLr + βLp + γLf , (B6)

where Lr denotes the reconstruction loss, i.e. we compute the L1 distance to guide our model spatially reconstructing the frames.

The Lp loss focuses on the pixel-level features which is incorporated with that losses of [12]. Lf is the flow estimation loss. α, β, γ

denote the balancing weights for Lr, Lp, Lf loss, respectively, which are manually pre-defined to be 1, 2, 10 respectively throughout

the experiments. Specially, the Lr, and Lp loss are:

Lr =
n∑
t=2

Mt ·
∥∥∥Ot,x,y −O′t,x,y∥∥∥

1
, (B7)

Lp =
∑
t=2

Mt ·
∥∥∥Ot,x,y − V ′t,x,y∥∥∥

1
, (B8)

where n, x, y are the spatial temporal coordinates of the video. The flow loss Lf , is defined as:

Lf =

n∑
t=2

∥∥∥Vt(L→1) − V
′
t(L→1)

∥∥∥+
∥∥∥Ft − V ′t(L→1)Ft−1

∥∥∥
1
, (B9)

in which Vt(L→1) is the flow feature of level L to 1 in the target frames, ft and ft−1 are processed in that Flow Blending Network.

In order to facilitate the optimization of inpainting, before training the flow-based network, we have pre-trained the flow inpainting
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Figure B2 Two examples of comparison on inpainting effect. The original video sequential frames (row-1), the input incomplete

video sequential frames with occlusion mask (row-2), video inpainted results with method by Le [24] (row-3), the proposed 3DPF

inpainting algorithm (row-4), our proposed 3DPF-FBN inpainting framework (row-5).

Figure B3 The inpainted results in the condition of moving objects and moving camera from YouTube-VOS. The ground truth

(the first column frame(a-c) ), the patch-based inpainting method [24] (the second column frame(1-3)), our proposed 3DPF-FBN

inpainting framework (the third column frame(I-III)).

and frames inpainting separately to ensure a stable status. Furthermore, we augment the training dataset by extending the flip

horizontal and shift transformation of the frames for the sake of generalization ability in our training model. With all of the training

losses and refinement strategy, our video flow-based network is able to optimize frames with plausible details.

Appendix C Experiments and Evaluations

In this section, we conduct elaborate experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. The evaluation

composes of two parts:

• Evaluate our proposed 3DPF method. We use the metrics of mean square error (MSE), peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR),

structural similarity (SSIM) and the consumed time to evaluate the quality of our proposed 3D patched-based filling algorithm

by comparing its inpainting results with the work of Le et al. [24] and our proposed 3DPF-FBN inpainting framework. In which,

PSNR, an objective criterion most commonly used to measure the images quality, is the ratio between the maximum possible power

of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation [28], SSIM is a metric of similarity between

two images, which ranges from 0 to 1 (when two images are identical, the value of SSIM is 1). SSIM can fill the gap that MSE

cannot measure the images structural similarity and it has become a widely used measure of video quality [29]. The combined

evaluation of the three criterions can provide pertinent assessment of video inpainting results.

• Evaluate our proposed 3DPF-FBN framework. We test our flow-based Forward-Back Network on two datasets, DAVIS

[30], which contains 190 videos covering a variety of moving objects and motion types. YouTube-VOS [31], consists of more than

4,453 videos, in which there are 3,471 clips for training, 474 clips for validation and 508 for testing. Our model is trained on the

training set of the two datasets. To fully validate the potential of our inpainting framework, we compare the proposed 3DPF-FBN
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with [9, 18] by using the metrics of PSNR and SSIM. Besides, we quantitatively and qualitatively compare our approach with

existing methods [13,22,32] with reference of the Frechet Inception Distance score (FID) proposed by Wang et al. [33] which used

to quantitatively evaluate the quality of video generation.

We first compare our 3DPF algorithm and the whole framework 3DPF-FBN with [24]. We take 40 different video clips with

arbitrary occlusions as the test data. The four parameters (MSE, PSNR, SSIM, Time) are calculated when finishing the inpainting

of each video. Table C1 illustrates the average value of each metric in the total 40 videos, from which, we can conclude that

our 3DPF inpainting algorithm achieves obvious performance on the consumed time while maintaining a slightly better inpainting

effect, and the data of metrics of the proposed 3DPF-FBN framework presents more pleasure superiority. Since the framework

incorporates typical patch-based inpainting and learning-based refinement, we tend to focus on both its inpainted quality and total

computation time. From table C1, our 3DPF-FBN framework shows competitive potential on the two indicators.

Two examples of the inpainted results are depicted in Figure B2, demonstrating that the patch-based inpainting method can

commendably conquer small missing parts, especially in a static background, but they are weak on large non-repetitive structures

like that continuous movement missing regions while learning-based network is adept in temporal frames generation in videos.

From Figure B2, the 3DPF presents a better performance in visual effect than the work of [24], and our 3DPF-FBN framework

performs a closer-to-original result in all of the cases. Particularly, using the patch-based method sometimes cannot well address

strict situation like moving objects and moving camera while 3DPF-FBN can produce satisfactory results (see Figure B3).

We decide the 3DPF-FBN can perform competitive inpainting because the preliminary inpainted results are refined again with

FBN. Since existing deep learning methods mainly focus on frame-based image inpainting by a large number of features learning

to predict the missing regions, they cannot work well with special conditions such as complex motions and extensive damage due

to the lack of consideration on the anteroposterior successive frames while typical 3D patch-based can fill in this gap. For an

example, Figure C1 describes the inpainted results of 3DPF (row-1), FBN (row-2) and 3DPF-FBN (row-3). The inpainted regions

with obvious defects are marked in the first row, and their corresponding areas in the second row demonstrate less defects. But

the inpainted regions in row 2 are still a little rough when compared with row 3, because they are propagated with the neighboring

contents from adjoining frames in the learning memory, but unfortunately, the closer referenced contents in the neighboring frames

are the occlusion regions waiting to be inpainted too. So, other further contents will be considered. However, the 3DPF-FBN

completes the refinement based on the inpainted results, which can depict better results compared with that FBN who needs to

face long-lasting or larger occlusions at the beginning. Another case like Figure C2, which illustrates a representative shaky camera

and long-span motion. The left frame is inpainted with FBN, the right one is that of 3DPF-FBN. As the moving background (mark

1 and mark 2), there is not a big difference between the two frames, but the right one seems to be better. Moreover, the effect

of moving foreground (see mark 3 and mark 4) is some obvious. Therefore, our 3DPF-FBN framework focusing on applying the

learning-based network to inpaint and refine the preliminary inpainted results can make a good effect in video inpainting. That’s

why we argue their integration rather than the direct use of learning-based method.

Table C1 Metrics of the inpainted results for the video inpainting

MSE PSNR SSIM Time(min)

Method by Le et al. [24] 39.33 29.79 0.58 27.5

Our proposed 3DPF method 37.47 30.92 0.64 8.3

Our 3DPF-FBN framework 21.62 38.44 0.89 26.9

Figure C1 Inpainted example of complex background and motion. The 3DPF method (row-1), FBN method (row-2), 3DPF-FBN

method (row-3), ground truth (row-4).
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Figure C2 Inpainted example in the case of shaky camera and long-span motion.

Figure C3 Average PSNR of the inpainted results of the three methods.

Figure C4 Average SSIM of the inpainted results of the three methods.

To further evaluate the quality of 3DPF-FBN framework, we validate the inpainting effect of 3DPF-FBN by comparing the

metrics of PSNR and SSIM with the works of [9, 18]. We select 20 different kinds of video clips with the size of 1920*1080 from

DAVIS and use their first 160 frames to compose 20 8-second’s video clips to complete the video inpainting with the same occlusion.

We calculate the two metrics of every inpainted frame in a clip and collect the average value of the 20 clips of each method. Figure

C3 and Figure C4 depict the comparation results of the PSNR and SSIM, respectively. From the line graph of Figure C3, 3DPF-

FBN presents a stable and leading trend and it is ahead of the three methods with a score of 36.26 on grand average. Similarly, the

line graph of 3DPF-FBN in Figure C4 reveals an obvious superiority in the SSIM comparison with a grand average of 0.87. Both

of them demonstrate the competitiveness of 3DPF-FBN.

Furthermore, we also compare the 3DPF-FBN with learning-based methods [13,22,32]. We take 25 different types of videos from

DAVIS and YouTube-VOS, respectively, and use the first three-minute clip of each video for both input and their corresponding

random occlusion. The average FID scores over the videos are summarized in Table C2, in which, our framework presents the

smallest FID value among the compared methods, which implies that it achieves pleasure visual quality and temporal consistency.

Table C2 FID scores on the DAVIS and YouTube-VOS dataset using 25 videos

DAVIS YouTube-VOS

Method by Wang et al. [13] 0.0053 0.0074

Method by Xu et al. [22] 0.0055 0.0057

Method by Chang et al. [32] 0.0061 0.0059

Our proposed 3DPF-FBN framework 0.0049 0.0057
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Appendix D Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel video inpainting approach called 3DPF-FBN, which is the first to incorporate patch-based filling

and a flow-based inpainting-refinement network, showing that the integration of typical patch-based propagation and learning-based

frames generation could largely facilitate inpainting videos in many conditions. The approach is designed to cope with arbitrary

missing holes, complex motions, and yet maintain spatial and temporal consistency. Especially in the case of extensive damage, it

performs particularly apparent because the appropriate 3D patch can be propagated quickly to the damage area and the refinement

step facilely optimizes the results to the fullest. In comparison to previous patch-based method, our 3DPF inpainitng algorithm

is significantly faster in runtime speed while ensuring the inpainted quality. For the proposed 3DPF-FBN framework, we show its

effectiveness on both the DAVIS and YouTube-VOS datasets with competitive performance, it presents great potential on both

inpainted results and total computation time.
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